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ABSTRACT

-Jn,a,canonic RC ladder network realized from specífied two-port

,:paraneters a Proper transformation is applied to generate a family of

.,o.equivalent networks in which the total resistance, total capacitance

-,.and the open-circuit voltage gain change continuously witå respect to a

,.single variable. A straight forward method is then developed to minimize

jcost fi¡¡rction in ladder networks" The cost function is formed by weighting

,each of the ttrree components - total- resistance, total capacitance and

the gain - and combining them-

.,The.thesås also develops a systematic method of realízLng RC low-

,,pass ladder networks with nonuniformly lossy capacitors. ftre method is

'.,based on applying a proper congruence transformation to the capacitance

and conductancê matrices of the canonic network: The:'t'ransformation matri-x

is constructed i¡r such a way that ùhe capacitot= of the transformeil net-

work have shunt conductances while the driving-point impedance is kept

j¡¡variant and tt¡e transmission characteristics of the tvto-Port are pre-

-served. App¡-cation of the results to other types of ladder structures is

also.investigated. In addition, the synthesis of RC low-pass ladder

networks with equal-va1ued. capacitors is studied. Reatizability conditions

are determined such that the transformed network includes as many equal

capacitors as possi-bIe without increasing the total nunber of capacitors.

,ìE:çIicit formulas for the element values of the equivalent neÈwork are

-:gi\ren throughout, the thesis"
t;...¿:
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CHAPTER T

. INTRODUCTTON

In circuits designed for 1ow frequency applications the use of

j-nductors is undesirable mainly for the fact that they are bulky' nonlinear 
.l:.,,.,,ir,,,,

dissipative and uneconomicaf . There are other disadvantages: where specifi- ':'::;:: ;:'

cations are precise, the usual synthesis techniques for lossl-ess networks

cannot be used because of the inherent resistance of the inductors. Íhere
.;.',t,t,.t",:¡,at

is, however, a great need for precise performance at low frequencyr espe- 
'.,:.:,,":

cially in the control field where accurate compensations are required. Thus, 
i.ì.,.,.,,,:,.,,,,:'._:..:: i::::,.::.-ri..::.r':.

the use of a network containing gnly resistors and capacitors is very

important

This thesis deals with three important problems in RC synthesis:
I

i) precorrecting for capacitor dissipations, ii) minimizinq duly defined 
i

1

costfunction,andiii)desiqningRCIaddernetworkswithequaIcapacitors.l

With the advent of thin film and integrated circuit techniques, desigm 
I

criteria have changed significantly. In particular, the irew techniques have 
'
ì

led to less emphasis on the number of elements in the network and to more 
'

interest in design methods which take inÈo account the higher losses that 
.,,.,.;,.,,,.,,:,,ì

occur with thin-film capacitors at the present state of development tll. ,',.'.,, ,':

Another important problem that faces the designer of RC circuits fabricated ¡'ìt;;:-:"'

by integrated.-circuit techniques is the size of the circuit chip. As the

chip size increases, yield decreases, and cost rises. In some manufacturing
'......:....

processes, the area required by a resistor or a capacitor is proportional ¡,,..',r',,.,:.

:

to its value tll. Hence, for a small chip size, it is necessary tq minimize

the total resistance and capacitance in the circuit. The use of equal

capacitors in inÈegrated circuit design is advantageous in other \¡rays as well:

such networks are more easily made and tested; they also minimize mask layout ''l ,

t.:rj : _.:::-,:rl

errors, and errors in the network functions caused by.temperature variations tll-



l:r l jr:t1l:

?

The following chapters treats these desígn problems. The basic approach 
"""""

to thern ùs the application of the matrix transformation technique' The

results of these studies reveal some new imptications of the equivalent

network theory

Generating equivalent networks is one of the central concerns in 
,.,:,,.,,.,.,,.
:.: ::.: .:

network theory. Methods of realLzing equivalent networks are quite important'

both from theoretical and practical reasons '

It is well known tlat twoL.networks differing in their topology and : .

i;.':1 -;t: tr'rl'

. .'''': 
:

elements may be completely equivalent if the relations between variables at -,'',t,,t-,

a selected subset of their terminals are concerned' i""''ì'''' 
'

i:.:r,,',.:,

Cauer I2¡1 showed tn 1929 Èhat congruence transformation applied to 
l

thematrixrepreSentingarea1izablenetworkcangenerateanotherteaIiz_

able network in such a manner that a specified set of input and transfer 
I

i

admittances wifl be invariant. He also pointed out that these transforma- 
|

l

tions would preserve the positive semidefinite character of the parameter i .

I

matrices. Since this latter property ís both necessary and sufficient f,or 
i
l

i

realization of networks containing ideal transformers, he therefore i
j

I

established a basic method for generating equivalent networks ' 
I

If ideal transformers are not used, however, the positive serni- i.:,1.,;,,,
i ': 

;.

definite character of the parameter matrices is no longer sufficient to ,,1, , '-::::...::..:. ,.:::

guarantee realizability. Unfortunatelyr the general conditions that are

both necessary and sufficient for this transformation procedure to yield

realizable parameter matrices are not known" fl¡is lack of information 
i¡-;.:;::.i;

has therefore limited the practical applications of cauerts method i'''r';"i

Guillemin [3], [4], was the first to recognize the great importance

of the normal form for Cauer's approach in generating equivalent two-

element-kind networks. The normal form ties together the so-called



i1.a.a,.'.:'

methods of direct transformation and matrix synthesis. The former

refers to Cauerrs method of transforming a given network directly into

an equivalent one, while the latter refers to Guillemin's procedure of

generating networks from the normal form by reversing the normal coordinate

transformation procedure. Since direct transformation can always be viewed

as a conversion from the.network to ttre normal form, followed by a con-

version from the normal form to an equívalent network, it is clear that

ttre normal form introduced by Guillemin is the coÍlmon feature of equiva-

lent networks produced by l-inear transformations"

Duda [5J I and Schneider 16] applied Guilleminrs procedure to

generate equivalent realizations of RC driving-point impedances.

The theory of continuously equivalent netv¡orks, which was intro-

duced by Schoeffler 177, [8], is an extension of the Howitt transformation

I9l, for deriving equivalent neÈworks; howeverr it allows al1 elementsin

a network to vary continuously as functions of single parameter. The

method is quite general, flexible, and easily progranruned. Schoeffl-er and

others tlol-1161, have applied the method to generate equivalent networks

for the purpose of minimizing sensitivity-

investigation of aTt¡e main objective of this thesis is the

special class of congruence transformations for novel features which

facilitate the solution of the stated problems. The application of

the transformation technio-ue for the stated objectives is new, and to

the best knowledge of the authorr the same problems has not been pre-

viously treated in Èhe literature-

The thesis consists of sj:< chapters, including ttre introduction-

In Chapter II, the general linear transformation is discussed

'and then congruence transformation is presented in detail. The

equilibrium equations for the low-pass ladder networks are



4

set out and the transformation matrix is constructed to generate equivalent

networks within the ladder topologry. Element values are given explicitly

in terms of those of the canonic network. The results are then directly

extended to high-pass and other types of ladder networks using the topo-

logical duality and the GC:CG:GC transformation-

The minimization of cost functions is dealt with in Chapter III-

The relevant quantities - total resistance, total capacitance, and the

gain - are combined to form a penalty function which has to be minimized

to produce the optimum network. In this chapter a family of n-canonic

ladder networks is shown to have some interesting properties. We then

generate a one-parameter family of continuously equivalent networks having

useful characteristics. In the Ëwo preceding cases, the optimum network

will be found uniquely. Explicit formulas for the element values of the

transformed networks are derived and illustrative examples ar-e.provided.

Chapter ïV develops a systematic method for the compensation of

lossy capacitors. Uniform and nonuniform loss are treated and e>plicit

formulas for the element values of the precompensated networks are given.

Chapter V discusses the .oossiblity of realizíng ladder networks

with equat capacitors. It shows that a canonic network can be transformed

into an equivalent network of equal-valued capacitors under cerÈain

specified conditions. This chapter provides element values and examples

to illustrate the synthesis procedure

chapter VI then outlines some concluding remarks. FinallYr sì*

appendices set out ttre mathematical proofs of realizabiliÈ'þ ióndiËions

and the construction of transformation matrices



2.I

CHAPTER II

EQUIVALET{I TRANSFORMATTON oF RC LADDER NETIIORKS

Introduction

Ladder networks are one of the simplest and most important network

structures. Because of their versatile properties, they are the most

widely used configurations. The transmission zeros, fot example, can easily

be realized in such networks by creating poles of series impedances and

shunt admittances. Zero shifting and tuning are accomplished by adjusting

a readily accessible efement in a simple way. They are also characterized

by their high reliability and low sensitivity to element variations I17l

The main objective of this chapter is to develop a general trans-

formation technique that can be used in devleoping a continuously equiva-

lent famity of RC ladder networks. Network matrices are subjected to

congruence transformation in such a way that one of the driving point functions

remains unchanged, while àh. tr.tt=mission characteristics of the two-

port are preserved. But first it is useful to introduce the general

theory of linear transformations and d.iscuss the physical interpretation

of congruence transformation. It is essential to identify the proper

transformation matrices for the two-element-kind ladder networks. Then,

as a result of the transforrnation of the parameter matrices, it is possible

to explicitly establish the formul-as for element values'

2.2 Equivale@

The earliest theory of equivalenÈ networks was based upon congruence

transformations of loop impedance matrices. The basic idea of the

Èheory is to keep the port variables fixed while modifying the internal

loop variables to obtain a desired structure. Since constant-congruence
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transformations on impedance matrices keep the internal energy invariant,

they can be realized with transformers. Using such transformations in

the manner developed by Howittr Cauer andothers [I8]-l,2ll' we will generate

equivalent ladder networks. However, as pointed out by Brune [22f, not

all equivalent realizations can be determined by the method.

Theorem

Given an n + p-port network N, described by the adnittance matrix

Y, consider an n + p-port N' described by Y' such that

I
Y =BYAr (2.L)

where

ì,.:..1)-::f-:.t

;::
p

I n

Azt

n

(2.2)

Q.3)

and

[;;
np

]tt

Ìp

[rln
s= I

I

L'r

"tl ]n 
.

"À]p

[=

J=



I j,-i.1.1:. 
-<

I

' For nonsingular B and A, Y and Y have the same nxn admittance

rnatic 
"r,

v =e -v ',.-1 t (2.4)
'n - '11 'tz '22 -2L'

which is obtained by openino the last p-ports of the net\^/ork.
. . .:_.. .-:..
: The theorem can be readily proved by using (2-1)- (2-4) - : r.":'

CorollarY (Howitt)

', ïf A is a constant matri-x and B is the transpose of A then r :. :

: :'_: l ::. 1..:.:" :,.-

, . 
t..' 

,'

y'=AtyA Q.5) . .:'_. ...

.:--.:..:.:.::

is called a congruence transformation.

It should be noted that ts and A of (2.1) may actually be

I rational or irrational functions of the complex frequency variabfe s [23] - i

'
t-:i Since the congruence transformation is applied to generate 

,
:

j equivalent ladder networks, it is useful to physically inter.oret the :

i

rl transformation.Consideranetworkwithnindependentnodepairs.Such
.:

a network is described by a set of n equations of the form

I=yE (2.6)
. , .,,,j,,.

,.''
where Y is the nxn admittance rûatrix of the network, E is the nxl ,',', , ',,

. :' 
':l

column matrix of node voltages and I is the nxl column matrj-x of

equivalent source currents. If this network is imbedded in a 2n-port

network of ideal transforrners, another n-porÈ results in which the
¡r"t,',t,',t1,t

variables of the original and the new network are related by a linear 
: :':::'

transformation:

E=AE



It
I =A I

I

(2.7)

(2.8)

Where A is an nxn nonsingular constant matrix and E' and It are

the new voltage and current variabfes P4l. Ttre last equation follows

from the energy conservation of the transformer network. The new variables

are relateil by the equation

ll¡
f -Y E

where

l+
Y =A'YA

From the ¡nethod of construction it is clear that the resulting admittance

'matrix is physically realizable.. The usefulness of the theory stems from

the possibility of interpreting (2-gl as the equilibrium equations of an

equivalent transformerless neÈwork. In this case, not all of the elements

will be positive in general, a fact thaÈ has limited the applications of

tlre theory t251. By proper choice of the transformation matrix Ar certain

driving-point and,/or transfer functions can be kept invariant. For

example, if the k-th row of A is the k-th unit vector (aLl zer:os except

for the k-th entry which is unity), the driving point imBedance at the

k-th terminal pair is invariant to the transformation - lrf. two rohls are so

chosen, the driving ppint impedance at each port is invariant, as is the

transfer impedance between the two ports" Thus, it is possible to maintain

desired transfer functions invariant to the transformation.

2.3 Low-PasRC Ladder Networks

2.3.L z.,L, =L2 are specified

Let us consider an RC two-port with two of Èhe open-circuit



irnpedance parameters :

( 2.10)

(2.11)

(2.L2)

-m l-Looi=
"Lr= xp b. =i 

'
OI

k

'!2 = 
,"" %T

Since the transmission zeros are all

z-- in the first Cauer form, which will be
II

gives the low-pass ladder realization shown

for ¡=m and Crlo for p=m+l, with n=n*l

assumed throughout.

at infinity, the synthesis of

called the reference network,

in Figure 1"a, where Cl = o

in either case, bolo is

The node admittance matrix Y of N is given by

Y=G*sC

where G and

respectively,

C are

and. s

-Gl

the n:(n conductance and capacitance matrices,

is the complex frequency variable

Gt*"2 -G2

tã,.

l-",

"l

I
0

0

and
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Gr @

Figure 1

Gn-z @ Gl-r O

(o)

(b)

Low-pass realization òf specified

(a) Canonic network.
(b) Equivalent network.

G'n-z @ Gl r

ktt: ':.:z)

@

c'i-, ,c;



C = diag (C1, C2, ..., arr)

In standard matrix notation

] = tvrr]

'c 
= tcij l

c - Ic..lr-l

G' = [a. a.G. . ]alrl

c' = t"i.j"rjl

i,)=Lr2,...,n

í,j=Ir2,...¡n

L, j = L, 2, --.¡ rt

irj=Ir2,...rn

i, j = 1, 2t ..., n

lile now apply Èhe congruence transformation on Y to obtain a ne\¡I .r.,-.,

, i "'
network N corresponding to Y as given by (2.9). The transformed

r | | ':'1';;
network N of Figure I.b has 

"LL 
= ,LI, ,L2 = krL2 and each :;:""'-'

¡
capacitor in I\i has a shunt conductance. To keep ,II invariant, and

.preserve the ladder topology of N' characterized by Y' as

yt=Gt+sct

i t is required that the ¡natrix A has the forrn (appendix A)

(2.16)

A = diag (1, u2, u3, . -., "r)
(2.L7)

11

(2.13)

(2.r4)

(2.t5)

(2.t9)

(2 -20',)

In order to deternine Èhe element values in N' consider the node

admittance matrix Y' of the equivalent ladder shown in Figure 1.b.

Yt=Gt+scf (2.2L1
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where

":.-r* 
tn

s;=

llr

l-l'

I

-Gi O

llll

GI+GZ+g2 -G2 ,l

";:;-]

I

b

and

f¡ll

C = diag (CI, C2, -.. ' Cr)

Comparinc the main diaqonal elernents

t¡e trtrite

of (2.I9) and (2.22),

k=Ir2,

o

llr
Gr- 2+Grr-l*9rr-L

-Gtn-I

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

I* 9,- = 
"?n 

("o-r + G*) n

where

I

-Lt o

Since

"L*l 
Gk and

.t
we identifv s. from (2.24)-"k

u
o

"i:"o

2
L

I

t'k-r - ok-r -k Gk-l

d-

c. - ( K-r - r)]K-I A.
K

where

k=11 2, ..., n (2.26)
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Gu OGn-r@ G2@G¡ O

OGn-¡@ Gz@t, O

Gn @Gn-¡@ G2@ (:¡

Ffgure 2 Low-pass realization of specified

(a) C¿rno¡ric lretrvork.
(b) Interrnediate stage net'.'¡orl<.
(c) Eguivaleut netlork.

I
g
tt{

cn

(o)

ca €,

(c)

(Y22, Ytzl '



Iiri

L4

d-do n+r

Similarly, from

=Ç - =Qn+I

(2"2O) and (2.231 we

-Lt o

4'o

write

\ = 1, 2t "..t tl

{ .'

Equations (2.25)-(2.27, give expticit formulas for tlte element values

of the transformed. network in terms ôfl*re element values of the reference..-:¡ -':- . ¡l-:.----
'''.1

netlvorlc:laAà tfre transformation,prr"*ét.rs ar-. Tt¡e transformation matrix--:".--'- --i. J<

A is chosen to meet the design criteria. '

2"3"2 yrr¡ Y, are sPecified

õ:"k

llhe network shovrn
m
-t_L a.. soa

Y22= ñ'
X b. =tao

(2.271

Q.2e)

ín Figure 2.a is the ianoníc realization of

v='12

where c.l = o, for IIFq and ¡=q*l ; since Yzz i!;ttre driving-point
.:: '

admittance with terminal x grounded, we have th1 same.srtuati,gn as in

Figure l.a except ttrat the input and output ports are nohl interchanged-

Ttrus, rúe can directly 'appl lhe transformation method:deV"fop"a in the 
-"

preceeding section to obtain lhe,element values of the transforned. network.

Those values are given 
.by 

(2.25) -,(2 "27) and ttre equivalent network is

shown in Figure 2.c" ,'- .,

2"4 Hiqh-Pass Ladder Networks

2.4.L yrrr Y, are specified

When the RC tv¡o-Port short

Ytz are given as

-.' ''','''' ''..' 1:¿ :.'.'
j

circuit admittance parameters Y,, "td



1Z=R*;S

where R and S are the nxn resistance and elastance matricesr

respectively.

JniL a. sor.
V-o'11 p

t, b. =tor-

r¡te can reaLj-ze Ytt in the

network can be described bY

k=*
v=q-'12 p :

!
L þ. S
Ol-

Cauer second form as shown in Figure 3.a-

the mesh i:npedance matrix of

0

-R2

R r-2+Rn-r

-Rn-I '

-Rn-I

R .+Rn-I n

15

(2.2e)

fhe

(2.30)

( 2 .31)

t'.'t.-:

F
l.I

-\

R1*R2

o

o

0

o

and

Q.32)

As a result of the Èopological duality existing between the low-pass ladder

of Figure I.a and the.high-pass ladder of Figure 3.a, we observe the

s5-urilarity between resistance and conductance matrices given by (2.L2) and
o

(2"3f), and between capacitance and elastance matrices, given by equations

{2.f3) and (2 -321 o respectively. Thus, the congruence transformation

rt
Z =A ZA ( 2.33)

give the network of Figure 3.b with impedance matrix z

S = dias (f, }-, ".", þ = d.iag (s1, s2, --., tr)
tltzn

tocan be appLied



l a': a.: -
ìr .'r:

L6

C*_l 3

F
Cn-¡ cn Rn

c,l-,

specifieC (Vrr, ytZ) .

rJ
I

fzn' c; C,2

(o)

Cå

Figure 3 Iligh-pass realization of

(a) Canonic netrtork.'
(b) Equivalent network.
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Ttre element vafues can be obtaj-ned by using the results of the low-pass

ladder of Figure l, with conductances replaced by resistances according

to (2.25) and (2-26) and capacitances replaced by elastances according to

(2.27).

The element values of the equivalent high-pass ladder of Figure 3

are given by

ì . .r
I

a = a = R = R ., = 0o n+I o n+I

where R and C. are the elements of the Cauer second form shown inkk
Figure3.aandthetransformationparameter='karetobechosen.It

should be noted that throughout the t::ansfcrmation of (2.33) Y' remains 
l

unchanged; y. ^ is maintained ì.rithin a muÌtipÌicative consÈant.
L¿

2.4.2 ,!f ,L2 are specified

In the previous section the topological duality existing between

low and high pass ladders was used to find the element values of the

transformed high-pass ladder. The GC:CG transformation t26l can be used

to derive equivalent networks for the high-pass ladder shown in Figure 4.a, 
,

1 i
while preserving the open-circuit impedance parameters ,!L, ,L2. The

procedure can be viewed as an GC:CG transformation followed by a CG:GC

transformation

Let the specifications for the two-port be given in the form of



ì'-,ïti

t8

the open-circuit impedance parameters as

JniL n. So *l-z-- = 

-

IIa P .i

I' L. s'
o "L

,mKS¿='r2a
LP b. sroa

"rzb

'12"

'rr^ (þ

(2.371

( 2 .38)

of

llk¡e canon íc reaLization of ,LL^ in the second Cauer form yields the

high-pass ladder network of Figure 4.a" If we replace each conductance

of G. mhos with a capacitance of G. farads¡ âfid each capacitance of-i-x

C. farads with a conductance of C. mhos (GC:CG transformation 126l) '-i-I

we obtain the low-pass netvrork of Figrure 4.b" @rrespondingly' !úe now

have,

'L)b 'LLu
(5
S

1
S

'1
..s

since Figure 4.a has the same structure as the low-pass ladder

Figrure 1.a, we can apply the congruence transformation to obtain the

network of Figure 4.c, which is characterized by

=rld = tuu '!2= = k =Lzu

The element values of the equivalent network

(2.27J by replacing conductances with capacitances

conductances as explained. The element values are

(2.39',)

(2.4O1

are found fron (2.25)-

and capacitances with

tþen given by

'LL"
trr" (þ 'rr^'LJ

1
S

k
S

lfkren, reapplying the GG:GC transformation to the network of Figure 4'c'

we find the high-pass network depicted in Figure 4.d. That network has

the same driving-point impedance and transmission characteristics as

the original network
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ì'.:i iî : r: :j; ::).1i:.,1
l.: ¡,t:.t"t :'

ci

ci
(c)

Figure 4 Hiqh-pass realization of specified ("rr, 
"t).

(a) Canonic netruork
(b) Intermediate network obtaineC. b1r GC:CG transformation-
(c) equiválent network of (b).
(d) Equivalent network obtained by CG:GC Transformation,

¡^t -J-¡.'tþn-l -f un



t2
Gk=tk

Icr=a
.2

tk="k

The node admittance matri

ure 5.a can be written as

[õ*nr_, -"r_, I
r= I I

tl
L-"r., sc+c.rJ

"x

tk*r ck

{cn {r "k+1.

"k

k=1r2,

k=1r2,

k=lr 2,

o ' o¡r Il

. .., D-l

...¡ fl

20

(2.4L)

(2.42)

(2.431

- 

li"'';;t'

where

A = a _ = Ç - C _ = 0"o n+I o n+I

It should be noted that the above results can be obtained by apptying

the congruence transformation to the admittance matrix of the original high-

pass ladder and identifying the element values, as in the low-pass case.

2.5 Ladder N.etwgrks with Fínite Zeros of Transmissign

Íhe method of generating eguivalent networks described ín the

previous sections can also be applied to low-pass and high-pass ladders

with finite zeros of transmission

2.5.L Mid-Series Networks

x Y of the mid-series ladder network

of Fig

(2.44)

o

where

::

Gr, = diag (Gn+I, Gn+2' ...1

and C are the conductance

and (2,13), respectively.

capacitance,,matrices given by

c^)
¿tl

andand G

(2.L21

(2.Ast
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(2.461

(2.47)

(2.48)

l.'t.t'ii.l
l.:-," .'.-.'
i.

If the design specifications are given as the open-circuit

impedance parameter= ("II, ,Lr), the transformation of (2.91 can

applied with

A = diag (1, u2, ..., dnt Lt ãrt ... ' "rr)

or in more compact notation

where

Al = diag (1, d2, ..., "r)
It should be noted that the symmetrical form of A given by

be

^[':]

(2.471 is chosen so that the transformed network of Figure 5.b has only n

resistors connected across the shunt arms. l4ore jeneral structures can.be

found by using diagonal transformation matrices which are not synrnetrical.

(If A is not s]¡:uoetrical, the transformed network will have n resistors

across the capacitors and n resistors across the shunt arms of the ladder).

The node admitÈance matrix Y of the equivalent network shown in figure 5.b

is given by

Y,= (2.4e)l='."t'

t"i,

-"r, 1
I

eir*"c 
_l

(2.47',) rheand from (2.9) and congruence transformation yields



F:í'):l
l:j.: \'.
I

Gz@ Gn-r @

Cr

ci

Figure 5

(d)

Ladder networks with finite zeros of transmission.

(a) A mid-series ladder network"
(b) Transformed equivalent network
(c) A mid-shunt ladder netstork.
(d) Transformed equivalent network

of

of

(a).

(c) .

Cn-t -ïC't

Rtn*z

Rì R'e
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¡
Y=

-oÏnrro,

which \^Ie can identify

c' = eÏGAr

of "o, 
* oTnrror

-l

-of"rro,

ofcrror*=of

from

!!c =AiGt

2
cLk

If.the design specifications are given in terms of the short-circuit

a&nittance parameters (y22, yy2l, a procedure similar to that used in

section 2"3.2 can be followed to find equivalent networks"

2.5.2 Mid-Shunt Networks

The mid-shunt ladder network shown in Figure 5.c is the topological

dual of ttre mid-series ladder network of Figure 5.a" this relationship

ca¡r be used to find element values of the equivalent ladder of Figure 5.d

for specifíed ad¡nittance parameters (yrr, YtZ) " Element values can also

be derived by apptying the transformation method used in section 2.5.L,

but in this case it is based on impedance analysis. A similar development

can be made for the case where. (rLL' z'r) ate specified

"r, = ol"rro,.

. Since G

matrices of the

(2"27') together

!
Lt

n+lç

¡t
and C

low-pass

with

Gn+k

(2. s0)

(2.5L)

(2.521

(2.s3)

are similar to the conductance and the capacitance

ladder, the new element values are given by (2.25)-

k = 1, 2, ...¡ n (2.s4)

i:r':.:..
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2.6 RL' LC Ladders

By using RC:RI and

developed in this chapter

ladder networks"

RC:LC tiansformations Í261

can easily be implemented

the techniques

to RL and LC



CTIAPTER IIT

COST FUNCTION ¡4INIMIZATION TN RC LADDER NETVüORKS

3.1 lntroduction

In the realization of a certain transfer function T(s), it is

often the case that a pair of t\"lo-port parameters, viz-, (rrr, ,tZl or

(yrr, Vrr) or both are specified. If the poles of T(s) are not located

on the negative real axis, decomposition and partitioning of t(s) is

necessary for RC realization, and tJ:e resulting network is the inter-

connection of RC subnet$¡orks with active elements properly embedded. There

are two distinct cases: (a) decomposition arbitrary within RC realizability'

and (b) decomposition under a constraint due to a design criteria such as

sensitivity minimization 127l-1291 " In case (a) there is a degree of

freedom, ví.2., the choice of the denominator polynomials, in identifying

the t\^ro-port parameters, while in case (b) the parameters are specified

as a result of the constraint.

The primary objective of this chapter is to ProPose a systematic

method of minimizing the cost function in the RC l-adder realization of

case (b) where tJre two-port pafameters are given as specified. The

important components in the cost function are considered to be the total

resistance R*, total capacitance Cr, and the gain constant K- These

factors are particularly relevant in integrated-circuit design. In certain

faþrications, an important design specification is the minimization of the

chip area which is proportional to the total resistance and the total

capacitance. Accordingly, if a farad of capacitance requires vü times

as much area to realize as an ohm of resistance then the objective would

be to realize a network with resistors *i for í = )-, 2, ...' 'R' and

I r- .Ì .,'¡ .:'. I|....... ...

25
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capacitors C. for j =L, 2, ..., P such that the weighted sum
9"Pl
I R. + Id I C. is minimum. As an example, for silicon integrated circuits,
latl)
typical values of resistance and capacttance per unit area are 8OO Q/mlL'

)-
andO.4pî/miL', respectively [30], [31].yieldinga W of 2\rS\/pt.

Resistance and capacitance minirnization in RC círcuits has been

studied by Hagopian and Frisch [32], [33], who identified the network

structures yieldinø minimum \ or minimum Cf in RC driving-point function

realizations. Minimization of the product *r", was investigated by

Protonatarios t341. He has given necessary and sufficient condiÈions for

tl¡e minimum value of R C, in the ladder realization of an open-circuit

lor'r--oass voltage transfer function.

Recently, through the optimal choice of denominator polynomial,
I

Stein and Salama t35l have given the conditions for low-pass RC fadder
i

, networks that realize a voltage transfer function with minimum weighted sum

: of resistance and capacitance. Tn this chapter we formulate the following

: probLem of practical use: given the RC t!^Jo-port parameters, specified in

¿ccordance with certain design criteria, such as sensitivity minimizaLíon,

realize the two-port RC ladder network which aLso minimizes'the duly

defined cost function. For the solution, we first realize the two-port

' in a canonic form, and use it as tl¡e reference network, which will be

subjected to a proper transîormation to generate equivalent networks. Two

distinct cases l'¡ill be treated; first, the transformed network is canonic

and second., the transformed n-etwork has one more element than the canonic

realization. It will be shown thaÈ for a reference network with n

ind.ependent nodes, there exists n canonical realizationsfor which the

total resistance, total capacitance and the open circuit voltage gain

monotonically vary between two limits. If the equivalent network is

i j '.



allowed to have one more element than the canonic realization, a one

parameter family of equivalent ladder networks can be generated. such that

the cost function continuously vary with respect to a single parameter

and the optimum network can be uniquely found. The-analysis will be carried

out for low-pass ladder networks and results will then be .*t"ná.a to 
:

other ladder structures using the techniques of the previous chapter-. -:

I ': 
r1:r',
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3.2

3.2.I

Low-Pass Ladder Netwolks

Equivalent Canonic Networks

The low-pass fadder of Figure f.a is the cauer canonic realization

of the open-circuit ímpedance paraneters given by (2.10). Figure 1.b,

shows the equivaLent realization found from the canonic realization by

applicatíon of the congruence transformation of (2.9) and (2.I7) -

Let us assume that the conductances satisfy the condition:

cl -0 k=Ir2r..., n; klí

then as a consequence (Appendix B), rve have

tk=

a-=
.k

where

I

Õ_k
o.

l_

k=Ir2, ...t t

k = i + 1, ..., n

( 3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
n

o- = I n.kj=kl

1R-=-'i G.'J

canonic network Ni

Iì".:ì-
t:-:,

with a shunt conductance at the i-th node is
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__ 
-_ 

-_.'.":!:.'^1.'.!r. a!
\--'i-.;i' ':'

dipicted in Figure 6.a. The element values of Ni can be found by

snbstituting (3.2) in (2.25)-(2.27) and we obtain

t
b-ukk

n' - 
ok ok*l 

îuk- 2 "k
o.

1

rI
cf=-

o.
a

I
C =Q-kk

,Or-. .K¿ck = (õl) cr
t-

k = L, 2, ...t i-I

k = i, ..., n-l

k=Ir2r...ri

k = i+l-¡ ..-¡ Tr

( 3.4)

(3.s)

It is interesting to note that in terms of the driving-point impedance

the n-canonic netwcrks Ni, i=Ir 2,...rn constitute a family of equivalent

Iadder neÈworks where the first and the last networks *I and *., are

t]re netv¡orks of minimum total- capacitance and minimum total resistance,

respectively 1,321. Through a straightforward algebraic manipulations, the

total RT(i) and the total capacitance cr(i) of Ni are given by

tlrrr
Ç(i) = r (i+-)T k=I 

'Gk Sk

ti-I r:1 Ri ol
= X R + f aå1-- .rÕ, (3-6)

k=l K k=i 'k tk+r r-

which can further be arranged as

o.
Rr(i) = R¡in + (f - r) oi i=I ,2¡ ...¡ rr (3.7)



and RT(i) assumes its minimr¡n value \x 
min for i = n and

in
cr(i) = j, "n 

* 
o=l*, 

uí 
"o

The open circuit voltage gain is given by t36l as

¡.V,loL2"=Tr=Tan -11

z
¡¡=-!-2"1

"lr "rt
z'

Since the gain of the reference network is given by + , the relative
=rL

gain of the transformed network can be defíned as

ino.
= X c- + I (*)' c. i=1, 2, "..¡ n (3.8) :: ':.

k=l K k=i+l ui K 
".,',,i',

_ . .. .:. :.....

i,)oi

( 3.11)

(3.r2)

-i 
=-

zri.:,..i{!,+,
" ''-.,ì."_":

1K=-
an

and with (3.2) the relative gain is given by

from (3.'l),. (3.8) and (3.12) it is clear that the total resistance and the ,'':l

gain monotonically d.ecrease as the integer i increases while the total :

capacitance increases with i as shown in rigure 6. Tt¡e cost function

F(i), corresponding to the i-th network, can be formed to include the

o.
K(i) : ;ln

three components as

I,J

F(i) =\(i) +wlcr(i).Kå (3.14)

where l{: and t{^ are weighing factors to be properly chosen to meet
._t..2-:'

. 
- 

r.:''."t

.1



(q)

c+r)

Figure 6 Canonic low-pass realizations.

(a) The i-th canonic network N¡.
(b) Total resistarrce an<l gain of
(c) Total capacitance of Ni.

N."t

Rt
T

('b)

(c)
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desigrn specifications and application. It should be noted that the term
*z

fu 
is incorporated with aviewthat it is desirable to have higher gains

in the passive subnetworks. Holever, the choice Vl.=o reduces the cost
¿

function of (3.14) to the vreighted sume of total resisËance and total

capacitance and the problem of min,imizing cost function is reduced to finding

the equivalent network of the minimum weighted sum.

The optimum canonic network can be readily obtained by finding the

integer i such that

F. =lfinimr¡nof {r(l),F(2), "".,F(n)} (3.15).;
min"

r¿hich requires n evaluations. The element values of the optimum network

canbe found from (3.4) and (3.5) as illustrated in Example 3.6.1.

3.2.2 One-Parameter Family of Equivalent Networkg

It has been shown, in the last section, that the canonic network *t

is the minimum total capacitance realization. The element values of Nl are

found by subjecting the reference network to the transforrnation (2.9) with

a. = a- min. whereJ('k

In fact, anmin. is the rninimum value that can be assigfned to the

transformation parameters while maintaining the elements of the transformed

netvork non-negative (Appendi:< C). In order to continuously generate the

. equivalent networks we introduce a variable ß such that

.ok
a_ mrn. = -Jç Ot

,'e(ß) = (r -'ß) a*in + ßr'

where I - is the unity matrix of order n and
n

(3.16)

( 3 .17)

Amin = diag. (I, armin, .. ., ar,min) ( 3. 18)
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and

0<ß<r (3.1e)

The entries to the transformation matríx A(g) are then written as

(3.20)

ot (o1.. - on) gr on

o. 6-

fo(sr = {-e,t-;i,
The congruence transformation (2.9) t with the transformation matrix

A(ß) given by (3.17), continuously generates a one-paramet.er family of

equivalent ladder networks which have an additional resistor across the

input terminals. The substitution of (3.20) into (2.25) - (2.27) gives

' 3+ß(r-Al,'". ;'=ck(ß) = fo * ß(r - f)1-"* k = L, 2, ...., ntt ' P\* ol" "k ¡r - '

r O,- O'- (

q-(ß) = r#* ßtr - Þ,tþ + ß(r - Þ,,n* k = r, 2,...., n-IK or 01 _ _ ot or 
(3.2r)

1-ßsr(ß) = 
%-

lrr

sitor = s,oL*ef-frr
It is seen that a fanily of continuously equivalent networks in the form

of Fig. 7c can be generated within (3.r9) and subsequently, the total
resistance, total capacitance, and the relative gain are expressed ex-

plicity as functions of the variable ß as

n-1RÞ(ß)=E-++,t,- k=l ck (B) gr (ß) + sr, (ß)

(3.221
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cr (ß)
n
u

k=1
ck (ß)

^no.¿
-B)¿ x (+

k=l dl
n õr- aIl

ck + 2ß(t - ßl *lr,{'c* 
* ß-*D=, cr. 

(3.23)

w"
wrcr(ß) * *6 (3.2s)

weighting factors the optimum network can be

value of $ which minimizes F (ß) " The condition

F(ß) = \{g) +

where 11 and w, are

obtained by finding the

dF (ß) 
=dß

¡ssults in an algebraic equation in

with (3.22) - (3.24') that

(1

ol
K(ß) = or, * ßto, - o"l (3.24'.t

It is noted that ß = 0 and ß = 1 correspond to the minimum total

capacitance and minimum total resistance networks respectively. As ß

íncreases from zero to one, cT(ß) increases monotonically whire Rr(ß)

and K(ß) decrease as depict.a in Figure 7b. Since the network under

consideration is of low-pass structure, the cost function F(ß) may be

construcÈed as

for all g

at ß=ßo

a2r (g)

--T U

dß-

of 0 (;$ < I, and accordingty F(ß) has

Three cases may be considered as shown in

(3.26)

ß of order 7. It can be shown

(3 "27)

only one minimum

Figure 7.c. z
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(q)

T(är

2
crt /6 n

c, /on

ck

. (c)
Figure 7 One-parameter family of iow-pass networks.

(a) Equivalent neÈwork for cost function minimization.
(b) A typical plot of Rt, Ct and K as function of ß.
(c) Cost function plot: the three different cases.

Fo
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(i) ßo Í O; the optimum network corresponds to ß = O.

(ií¡ O' a ßo < L¡ 
- 

the optimum netr¿ork corresponds to ß = ßo.

(iii) ßo ¡ f; the optimum network is the reference network which
correspondsto ß=1.

It should be noted that the derivation of explicit formulas for the element

values of the optimum network is belzond easy access.

However, the optimrm network can be readily obtained by findi¡g the root., I ' ' 
':

of the z-th order polynomiat, resulting frorn (3 .26'), whích i'rÏ''r*'an.l" 
' 

,^.i , '

fÍniteinterva1o<ß<1.Examp1e3.6.2ísprovidedtoi11ustratethe

proposed method.

Although the analysis in this section dealt wíth the'realízation

of the jmpedance parameters, the outlined minimization technique, together

with the results of section (2.3"2) ¡ cart.be applied to obtain the eguivalent

netr,¡orf of mínimum cost when the specifications . are given in terms of

a&nittance parameters 
"

3.3 High-Pass Ladder Networks

lfhen the RC two-port is specificed by the short-circuit admittance

parameters of (2.29), the network is realized in the Cauer second form of

Figrure 8.a to yield the refer.rr." ,r.toorL. If the co-ngr;ugnce transformation',
:.. '.. . .:

is apþIied to the Z-matrix, we.then obtain analogous resulté to thobe of
'' ' ':.''-l'.'

the low-pass case. A family of n-canonic networks arrd a; or.'p.r"in;*" 
i,;.

family of equivalent reálizations can be found as follows¿

3.3.1 Equivalent Canorlis Networks

llt¡e canonic network N,i i = 1, 2, "o.p ¡r which differs from the
.L

reference network of Figure 3"a in having a resistance in series with the

i-th capacitor, is shown in Figure 8.d. The entries to the transformation
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ci

Cur
T

C¿ rj I
l-t',

(b)

(c )

Canonic high-pass reaf izations.
(a) The i-th canonic network Nr.
(b) Total resistance and gain õf
(c) Total capacitance of lil:.

(q)

Figure 8

IIi "
;:,*;r¡
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matrix which yields the proposed family of networks can be found in an

analogous way to ttre low-pass case and we have

a- =]-
J<

=9n0,
f_

lç=

þ=

l, 2t o..t i

i+l , ...¡ rr

where

ok=

ls. -
J

Accordingly,

G.
J

(3.28)

(3.2e)
n
x

j=k

I
R.

J

the element values can be identified as

t

\=\

-' - 
ok ok*l

\- ^ 2 ^k
U.

t-

r1
=--í o.,a

k=1,

k = i,

2, o.. , i-l

..., n-l (3.30)

tn=t* k=1r2r..., i

k = i*lr "..¡ fic¡.

open circuit gain of the

( 3 .31)

and the relative

0.
K(i) = ,=n

i-th canonic network is given bY

i = 1¡ 2, ...¡ n (3.32)

I

From the above equations, it is clear that \ increases with an increase

of i, while C,l decreases as i increases. The total resistance, total
I<

capacitance and the gain vary with i as shown in Figure 8. If a cost

function is defined for the specific high-*cass ladder network, Èhe optimum

network can then be found as in section 3.2.1. 1.: -.
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3.3.2 One:Parameter Family of Equivalent Networks

!{hen the two-port is specified by the short-circuit-admittance

parameters of (2.29), we synthesize ytt in the second Cauer form as

shown in Figure 3.a. As a consequence of the to¡nlogical dual-ity existing

between the networks of Figure l.a and Figure 3.a, the foltowing e>çres-

sions are directly derived from the results of section 3.2.2 for possible

minimization of a cost function-

I

r=
n

0 +ß(0--0)nrn o *ß2(o--o)nl-n

k=I, 2, . rn-l

k = 1, 2r...., n

tL

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.3s)

(3.3s)

"L
U.lf * er'-
"1

-5,,
or-

0-(0- - 0 )11n 0_0
INGr(ß) =

sr (ß)

K(ß) =

= (r - ß)2
n
E

I
,5d'r* + 2ß(r - ß) i rfrrro * o'

n
I
1

0,-

0+
n ß(0--0)ln

IC=-
J< C-k

{ = r+. ß(r - +,,r?+ ß(r - þ,*
' 1-ßtt=T

u't. otfo- 
forr

I

K

where
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v¡i,.ia

f,' c;

(o)

Figure 9 One-parameter family of

(a) Eguivalent network
(b) A typical plot of

ß"

high'pass networks

for cost function minimization.
RT, CT an<l K as functions of
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Ttre equivalent network amenable to cost function minimization for the

high-pass structure.is shown in Figure 9.a, while the total resistance

and total capacitance are plotted as functions of ß in Figure 9.b.

If the specifications for the RC two-port are given in the form

of the open-circuit impedance parameters of (2.37), the GC:CG:GC

transfor¡nation, outlined in section 2.4.2, can be applied to obtain

element values of the equivalent network and we then have r

arol = \K t+. ß(r - *,,'

i'-:::¡t;i':'

k = I, 2, .. ., n (3.37) i,,:,'";:: .

.i 
j,

citor = I+ + ß(1 þr,,,+ + ß(r - þ,.n k=1,2,...,ri-r

i

i' 'j3_ (3.38) 
icr(ß) = ï Y1 
i

'.'(ß) = ßtf + ßtf - fl ln" ''Yr 'Yn Yt'' 
l

l

I

''where
n-

(3.39) 
lYk= l
a,j ' ,ttt .':.':::r::l=J( 
.:::':.":.

Fronn the above e>çressions it can be shown that the total resisÈancs : ,,., ,
'-,_:.:;::;,::

and total capacitance vary with ß as depicted in Figure lo.b. Accordingly, '"""":"''

a minimization technique similar to the one presented earlier in this

chapter can be applied to a cost function properly formed for the specific
; :.:.:-r: 'rr:

high-pass ladder network .:.-:t.:..
'.:,.1.:

3.4 Ladder Networks with Finite Zeros of Transmission

3.4-l Mid-Series Networks

(a) Equivalent Canonic Netr,r¡orks

i :,- ::i'.
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a¡lun-2 crt-I

Figure 10 Equivalent high-pass realizations of (rrr, =tZ).

(a) Equivalent network for cost function
' minimization.

(b) A typical piot of RT, CT and K.

(b)
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-1lhe canonic mid-series ladder nel¡¿ork is shown in Figure 5.a.

ff the design specifications are given in the form of the impedance

parameters (z-., z-^), the nodal adrnittance matrix Y of (2.49) is_ILL¿

subjected to the congruence transformation of (2.47) in order to generate

equivalent network. The matri:r A is constructed in such a way that
I

9, = Q for all k except k=i. Ttris transfor:nation yields a family of-k

equivalent canonic networks wíth shunt resistor at the i-th node as shown

in Figure 11.a, and the element values are readily given by (3-4), (3.5)

together with

¡
Gn+k

¡
Gn+k

G
n+lc

0.{f ' c,r**
'I

k = 3-, 2, ."., i

k = .i+1, ... r n (3.40)

The total resistance, total capacitance and the gain of the i-th

canonic network are plotted, in Figure 6-b and Figure 6.c, respectively.

(b) One-Parameter Familv of Equivalent Networks

Continuously equivalen+, networks can be found. in the same

manners as in low-pass networks" For transformed network shown in Figure

11.b we have

k = I, 2t ...¿ fI ( 3 .4r)

element values are obtained from (3"16) æd (:.41).

It should be noted ttrat the total resistance, total capacitance

:and the gain of 'the mid-series network vary wittr ß in a si:nilar a¡ay as

in the low-pass networks" Hence, cost function can be minimized accoritingly.

"r,** 
= rü . ß(r - þ,' ""*n

llhe
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(q)

(a) The i-th canonic mid-series network
(b) One-parameter family of equivalent mid-series networks.
(c) lIhe i-th canonic mid-shunt net'¿ork.
(d) One-parameter familv of equivalent mid-shunt networks.

G,I

Cì t

rh
¡

l-i

I

I

R
nrl

Ci

Figure 11

(b)

Fitr
R'n-l

(c)

(d)
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3.4.2 Mid-Shunt Networks

The mid-shunt ladder network is the topological dual of the mid-

series ladder network. This relatíonship can be used, together with the

results obtained for the high-pass structure to obtain n-canonic realiza-

tions and a one-parameter family of eguívalent networks as follows.

(a) Eqgivalent Canonic Networks

The element values for the i-th canonic network of Figure 11.c

are given by (3.30), (3.31) and

I

Rn+k

I

R
n+J<

R
n+J<

0.

t¡il Rn+k
a

k = 1, 2, ..., i

k = i+l¡ o..¡ Tt (3.42)

k = L, 2, ..., rì, (3.43)

The total resistance and total capacitance of the i-ttr network

are shown in Figure 8.b and Figure 8.c, respectively

(b) One-Parameter Family of Equivalent Networks

For the mid-shunt ladder of Figure 5.c, an equivalent one-

parameter farnily of realizations are shown in Fignrre II.d. It should be

noted that the driving-point admitÈance ytt is kept invariant in the

transformed network where

L.--

n'*n{ß) =
Rn+k

Element values are given by (3.33)

total capacitance vary with ß as

t Lf ç, ..., ¡¡ \ruk. 
-2;-) IoI

and (3.43) , while total resistance and

in rigure 9.b.

0_

t{+ ß(r -

3.5 Other Tl¡¡o-Element Kind Networks

It is noteworthy to observe that the interesting results obtained
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@

" (b)

@ r.s C 4.5 @ 4/3 @ Bß @ B @

Figure 12 ÌIetworks in exampJ-e 3.6. 1

(a) Tt¡e canonic network lI4.
(b) The canonic network I¡r.
(c) The canonic network \r;.
(d) The canoníc networO *í.

(c )
(d)
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i...1

Tab1e l Comparison of four canonic
realizations of example 3.6.1

Rr(i) cr(i) K(i)

(o) i=4 4.OOO 3.OOO r.ooo

(b) i=3 6.OOO 2.250 2.OOO

(c) i=2 ro.ooo t.556 3.OOO

(d) i=l I6.OOO o.875 4.COO
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for RC ladder networks hitherto can easily be applied to RL and LC ladder

networks by using the RC:RL and RC:LC transformations 1261. Consequently,

the proposed method of cost function minimization is amenable to aII

two-element-kind networks, provided that a cost function suitable for the

specific case is properJ-y defined.

four different realizations using the minjmum nr¡riber of elements are shown

in Figure 12, and the total resistance, totaf capaciÈance and the relative

gain for each netv/ork is tabulated in table I for a direct cornparison-

With the weighting factors of tf = 5 and w2= 2, for example,

the network of Figure 12.b has the minimurn cost function.

3.6.2 Example

If the open circuit impedance parameters of example I are specificed, ,,,.,.,,' ,,',,,

we realiz" ,r., in the first Cauer.form as shown in Figure 13.a which is ¡t,,,r,,,...,..,

,-iat.,t,', 

" 

,

the reference network consisting of RI = R2 = R3 = *n = 4.,

"I 
= O, C2= C, = Cn = 1" From (3.3) we calculate a.,= 4, 02= 3'

oi= 2, o,: o4= L and using (3.221-(3.25) the cost function is expressed
i.i,: i':-:-:.:-, ::

AS

r(ß) = +:. + + wr {å (1 - ß)2 + tß(r - ß) + 3ß2i
1+3ß l+3ß" t e
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ohms, forods

(o)

ß =0.4842

tb)

Network in example 3.6.2

(a) lllre canonic realization.
(b) lltre plot of F(ß).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Figure 13
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For weighting factors of, say, Wl = 4, W2 = 2, the mini¡m:rn of F(ß)

occurs at ßo = 0.4842. The curve of F(ß) is shown in Figure r3.b and

element values "r. ih.r, computed by (3.2f¡ to be {"), "r, c'n} =

{.7ø, .55, .38}, -{nj, *r, *:} = {r.rs, t.ss, 2.2o} and {sr, sn} =

{.t¡, .30}, respectively.

3.7 Sensitivity Considerations

Once a network satisfying a given two post parameters has been

teaLized in a canonical form, a family of equivalent newtworks can be

generated as in the preceeding sections. The network with mininum cost

function can also be found. It should be noted that the cost function

can be formed to include as many aurigr parameters as desired. Further

more, if the transformed network is allowed to have ¡nore shunt resistors
at the different nodes, a more general transformation that has (n-1)

independant parameters ß, , i = 2, ..K can be constructed as in Chapter V.

Ït can be easily shown that the one parameter fanily of equivalent net-
works presented in thi.s chapter is a special case of the transformation

presented in Chapter V, and hence, if rnore shunt resistors are allowed,

a network with smaller cost function can be obtained. In this section

of ß, no partial differentiation is required. A sensitivity index can be

chosen arbitrarily for the specific application and then, a cost function

can be forned to include the sensitivity index. The driving point admittance

sensitivity is defined as

: ::.

the dirving point function sensitivity will be found explicitly as a function 
ttt,,'',

,Yin _ âYin eì

e. âe. Yin11

for the network element e. and a sensitivity index can be defined as

(3.44)
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0 = f, ür ,Yin ,*Yin (3.45)
iieiei

with the surunation taken over all the network elements and ,*Yín denotes
eL

the complex conjugate of SYin and ltr. the weight that represents the
e1 1

degree of inportance of the i-th element.

3.7 .I. Low Pess Networks

Let us consider the low Pan ledder of Fig. 1 (a). The node

adnittance natrix is given by

Y=G+.SC

_ , (1) (n-1).'- tvrr ynl (n-1)

[t, vzzJ.

(3.47)

(3.4e)

G - +G +n-I n

and the driving point adrnittance is given by

Yin = Yrr - t r., t)L 
" r, 

(3.48)

where Y' is a single element, Y, is (n-1)x1 vector,

Y' is the transpose of Y^ and Yrr and Y, is an (n-1) x (n-1) matrix.

Frorn (2.12) and (2.I3) we write

Yll=Gl*SG

Yt2= (-Gr 0 0 0)

Gt * G2 o SC2 -G2 00

-GZ G2oGS*SCS -G3 0

0

1

I

0

'22 -
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Fron

and

(3.44) - (3.4s)

"Yin 
_ ei

er- Y an

the sensitivity

,-Ðlr- â vt â"i ðei'2L

be obtained

Y zt)

can

, rã'

as

hence,

,Yin
c1

cl ? yi'

Yzi *
-1

I 
tzY zz

(3 . so)

(3. s1)

(3. s4)

(3. ss)

,Yincl

SIi'
u1

and fron (3.48) we

where as

-1
v

" '22

It{anipulating

Yeilds

Yin ô"1

= "t âYrr

Yin ãÇ

t^ij I i,j =

(3.49), (3.s4)

t"1

Yin

Gr {3vr.i' - ðYrz 
" ":,* âGr âGt Le

-,1v ., - âYzr ?'L2'22 èGt J

(3. s2)

_1
d122,, '22'2r
ot1

(3. s3)

have

fr o

l:
[;

1r2r..n-l

into and (3.55)

i-: ::l: r: :':..'

âYrr -ã6

i:::t
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âyr, .,,r-1

ðGi 'zz Yzt = GlDrl

-1 ^.,.. -1 2 2
YtzYzz # Yzz Yzt = G1 atl

substituting fron (3.56) into (3.53) and arranging we get

Yrî.
t.r=*,t-arrGr)2

Siurilarly, for CU we obtain

r;" = þ*,rrrr;: æ u;) u rrt

(3 . s6)

(3. s7)

..:.

vshere

0

0

00

00"

k-1

SO

0

0

0

0

and sirnple rnanipulation gives

Yin scr. 2 2

s- = yfå (GrÂr
"k

Similar uranipulations yeilds

Yin
sûk

and
Yin

%n

k-1)

= * 9(ar k-l

^1r,-r

k-1

k=213, n-1 (3.s8)

n-1 (3. ss)

Gn^¿
=-lj

Yin 1
(3.60)
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Equations (3.52) and (3.57) - (3.60) give the different driving point

function sensitivities for the canonic realization. Let us noÌv find the

sensitivities of the equivalent network in Figure 1 (b). From (3.52)

(3.60) we write

Yin
o - sLlot

"l Yin

t

^Yin Gis_, = _ - (1 - o'rreilz
Gt Yin

(3 . 61)

(s .62)

(3. 63)

(s.64)

where

Gí g ok ok*r Gt

^ik
. L

A.- = 4- -a-j k --j +1 --k+1

Yin ozGL attGt- 
2j=

Gi Yin oz

ft
sinillarly for Cn and G n we have

k=Ir2, n-l

and (3.62) can be expressed in terms of the elements of the canonic

tealízation as

Yin sC.,- ? zs, = j (Gi ^ir_r) k=2,3,..n
c. Y]-nk ,.,,,

YsC,_22t"í =# G1 arr-r k=2,3,..n (3.6s)
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and

Y c.G? 2
g = k r o2okok*l
G: Yin

K

çart-r
o2ok

Ir)' (s.66)
o2ok*r

^2ĜiGr .Â*-r \z k=2,s,. n_l=-okok*r(o-
Yin * ok*î

Yt
(=91
"l
91 Yin

(L-&)GI

Yin

,1, = nu (.1' oïl-r) k = 2, s,. n-lgk Yin

Y ^2^2trl = !#'tn(t ?)-Gr-rt}¡-1)r c2.67) :,

k=213r. n-1

22
Y G-A- a

sr = t tt-tlG--G-,(_-E-1)l (3.68)
c¡- Yin n n-I ' o'
-n

It is interesting to note that the above sensitivity expressions

are given for the general case with (n-1) transformation paraneter 4k;

aU = 2t n. AII the special cases can be easily drivied by substituting ',,,

the corresponding values of aU.

3.7 .2 Exa¡nple

Consider the reactive friving point ad.nittance
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Y (s) 6s4*zzs2*LB

ss3 + Lzs

which can be reaTízed in Cauerts first forn as shown in figure exanple

3.7.2 (a). The equivalent network of Figure 3.7.2 (b) was considered

by Schoeffler [7] and Leon & Yokonoto t121.

For comparison, we also calculate sensitivitíes of the equivalent

networks at u = 3/2. It should be noted that the analysis nade for

RC networks is applicable for LC networks simply replacing each conductance

Gt by tk where lU tr the inverse inductance and s is the complex
s

frequency variable.

sCr
=I

î

Y
Sr
"1

Y

S

J";
tzrrJ

oz t tr -
sY

J2tzLI
y Cq *4. * 

'zcr)z

= sY <f, + f, * scr)2

(1 - 42) 11

Ir l2
ar(Ír+$*

Y
S1 =câ

L

SY

Y
S.ti

Y

'.i

*
XSS= rs.48..T@z-0= .2105263)4 +



.000837 (11s-s2 - ryJ2 * 1.0268 (L - aù2*2

which has a minimun at o. = .A235

If we teaLize Zin in Cauerts second form we get the network 
,,,,

showninFigureExanp1e3.7.(ð')andtheequiva1entnetworkofFigure

Exanple 3.7.(e) has the lower sensitivity index. It should be noted

the optimum network obtained by Yokonoto [ ] has a sensitivity index ,, ,,,,41.:

of 18.34 while the network of Figure 3.7.(e) has a lower sensitivity l::'-',

index of 16.57g. Table 2 sunnarizes the results in a natrix fornat. l,',,,

s6

l::::
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Zin =
5S3+ l2S

6Sa +22 52+ tB

Ll

Figure exomple 3.7 , elements in forods
inverse henery .

(o) Couer's first form
( b ) Equivolent reolizotion with min.Õ
( c ) Scheff ler's network
(d) Couer's second form
( e ) Equivolent reolizotion with min.@

a
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CHAPTER IV

RC LADDER REALIZAT]ON TIITH I,OSSY CAPACITORS

4.I Introduction

Networks realized by ordinary synthesis methods do not perform

exactly as intended due to the nonidealness of the elements. To circumvent

the problem, several methods t37l-[39] were develo-oed to estimate and

compensate for dissipation in reactive elements. These methods developed

the well known predistortion technique, under the.assumption that all

reactive elements have a uniform dissipation. Predistortion has been

used in these methods as a means for associating resistance with each

reactive element during a synthesis procedure. In brief, predistortion

is accomplished by replacing the complex frequenclz variable s in a

driving point or transfer function by a ne\^¡ variable (À = s + ôo), where

ô is a positive reaf constant which can be measured along the realo-
axis of the s-plane. VJhen (À = s + ôo) is substituted for s, the

poles and zeros of the function are moved to the left by a distanc" 6o.

Consequently, it is possibte to reafize a resistance 6o v¡ith each

reactive element. The criterion upon which predistortion is based is

that all poles and zeros of a function must lie at least ôo units to

the left of the jw-axis

l,Iore realistic methpds I40l-1431 , which assume semi-uniform loss,

viF., all inductors have the same dissipation factor d-q, while all

capacitors have dissipation factor dc, was then developed.

In an interesting paper [44], Desoer proposed the first feasible

method of precompensation for arbitrarily disÈributed losses. His

method is basically a first-order perturbation technique" The pre-

f'.',!r'.:,

r:::.:

59
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correction is carríed out through the derivation of a predistorted

transmittance with critical fequencies displaced by increments equal in

magnitude but opposite in direction to the shifts due to dissipation, and

the realizaLLon of a network exhibiting the predistorted transmittance

and having the same configuration as the lossless circuit. Desoerrs

method riras investigated and developed by many researchers t45l-1491, who

applied the method of first-order perturÞation.

' '"Although this approach is'.-ç*oi.l_c,=.1..Ìr?¿Jv simrle and attractive, its

application is laborious. Tedious calåulatiorr"'"r. necessary to find

the critical frequencies, the lossy transmittance and ttre derivation of

the ideal'response, alL of which are required for. the derívation of

zero and pole shifts..

The main objective of ttris chapter is to develop an exact method

of precompensating uniform and non-uniform fosses in capacitors. The

method is based on subjecting the conductance and capacitance matrices of

t.1.e ideal-capacitor network to a proper congruence transformation- The

transformation matrix is constructed in such a way that it assocíates a

resistor wiÈh every capacÍtor, in the trans.formed network, while preserving

tt¡e driùing-point impedance and ladder topology-
.,... 

l.i::'

4.¿, Low-pass Ladder Networks

4.2.L Uniform Loss
_.,..i,:,.

o Consider the network N shown in Figure l.a which is the canonic

realization of the RC impedance parameter= (trl' ^tZl of (2.I0). It has

a.la< ".
been shown, in Ctrapter II, ëËåÉ the equivalent network Nr of Figure l.b

can be obtained from N by subjecting the nodal admittance matrix Y of

N to the congruence transformation given by (2.9). Since all capacitors

in Nt have shunt conductances, precompensation for capacitor loss can
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be carried out. Let us assume that the dissipations to be compensated

for are uniformly distributed. Define the dissipation factor as

I
c'

^-kô^ =;;1: k = l, 2, ..., n (4.1)
,tk

where e; ís the k-th capacitor of the transformed. network and S; is

the associated shunt conductance.

The element values of the precompensated network N' are given by

(2.251 - (2.27), while the last shunt conductance 9: is written as-n

(4.2,

Ttre maximum value for the uniform loss, that can be compensated for,

.can be measured as the distance along the real axis of the complex plane

between the first pofe p- and the origin and hence, we can v¡rite

ô max=pO *o (4. 3) l

I

If ô^ is smaller than p r the ladder will be terminated in a conductanceO -o

o" such that-n

tt I ,,-:-,¡:',i,r:-,s = s - ô C (4.4) .....:_:..:-n -n o n -' ':.
,t: :.:t-::
:,1.': ::.:

Furthermore, we note that g: wilt be zero if 6^ assumes its upper :i;r':r:::r:j-no

J-irnit given by (4.3), however, if ô^ exceeds p^, g" becomes accordinglyO -o

negative-

4-2.2 Non-uniform Loss

Dissipation in capacitors does not increase linearly with size..

This suggests a synthesis problem of practical interest in which capacitor

loss of nonuniform nature can be precompensated for. In some situations,

when the network function of interest is more sensitive to the distortion
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k = 2, 3, ...¡ fl

:'-il.'- .
' :| '' !
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(4.5) l

caused by the loss in some capacitors, it is then desirable to precorrect

especially for these losses, which in turn, implies the need for nonunífonn

loss precorrection.

Let us assume that the network to be precompensated is described by

the impedance parameter of (2.10). The canonic and the transformed neÈworks

are shown in Figure l.a and Figure 1.b, respectively. For the elements

in the transformed network to be positive valued, .k must be properly

chosen as follows: we first write (2.25) with k=l as

I
Gr="2Gl

from whích we note that a, must be nonnegative. By similar reasoning
¿

h¡e can show that

uk)o

is a necessary condition for non-negative elements" Furthermore, from

(2.26) with k=r, the condition az j I must be satisfied. sinirarry,

for k=2, 3, ...¡ n we derive

1ìa"ìa,ì...>a_1>a )o (4.6) ,,,.i,- ¿- J- - n-I- n ;t_:: .:...
,-t :,'.: : :::1

,--:t.:: _ 
:1'-..:-: ::If we now define the dissipation factors as r:, : :

,",t,t-,i'
¡

o
^l<-k cl k = lr 2, ...¡ n (4.71

J<

then, from (2.25) and (2.26) it can easily be shown tt¡at the condition for

non-negative elements is given by

êr.-
ôLc¡. * e*-, tf - rl I "r k = 11 2,..., n (4.8)
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Figure 14 Definition of yk.
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rt is useful now to eliminate uk from (4.8) such that the realízability 
: l"

condition is erçressed explicitly in terms of ôk. If we introduce yk

âSr

tk+l 
=r++ k=rr 2,...,n (4.g)

"k 
- Gk :':' ::: "..-".

i-: :-:-:_:.-.::

then frorn (2.25) vte can derive the recurrence formula

¡ rr - 
tn-t r--'r î ¡ r,rrììYk=-öL"*+lffi k=1,2,"', n (4'10)

,''.'-.'...:.
l::: :.r'.
l.:i.:t::

The realizability condition (4.s) is then equivalent to 
::':"'

,,,,,..:,i..,,::,;
.: .1 ,:,._:,: : 1,

yk+GkIo k=1,2,...¡n (4.11)r

It is interesting to note that the parameter yk in (4.10) can be computed

by replacing each capacitor of Ci farads in the original network N with

a conductance of -6'", mhos and computing the admittance at CO as

depicted in Figure 14.

To find the upper limit on the dissipation factorsr wê manipulaÈe

(4.e) - U"IO) to obiain

6-(max.) = I k=1, 2, ---, n (4.L2)-k' cx oL

The detailed proof of (4.L2) is given in appendix D. It should

be noted that the absolute maximr¡n value for ô* given by (4.I2) can be

realized only under the assumption that all capacitors Ci, i.fk are

lcissless. In fact, the maximr¡n value for 6O depends on the values of

preceeding loss factors. Subsequently, if 61, ô2, ..., ô. are chosenr

witt¡in realizability, the maximu¡n value for 6k, k > i is given by

(appendix E).
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f ':'l

ô.(max.)=#-k'- ----' c*Q/v, + o. - ok) "t oL

ftris upper limit, together with the formulas for the element values given in

(2.25) - (2.27) can be used to generate design tables for practical use.

Furthermore, a given set of lossy capacitor can be tested for realizabitity

as shown in example 4.4"L"

4.3 Ladder Networks of Other Sttuctures

The proposed method for precompensation can be extended to other

Iadder structures such as high-pass, mid-series and mid-shunt networks by

using the results of Chapter II.

4.4 Examples

4.4.L Example

s+2ã-. = -7-- rrr 
='*4"+3

k
=L2= 2 -s-*4s+3

We realiz" ,L! in a canonic form as shown in Figure I5.a. Using (4.L2)

tl¡e maximum loss factors êre obtained as

(ô, ma:<., ô, rnax") = (1.5' 1.5)

1ÍLrus we know that a set of (ô1, ôr) = (0.1, 1.5) is not realizable in

this particular case since ô* max. is calculated under the assurnption

tlrat ô. = o for ílk" For a nerÂr set (ô,, ô^) = (I.25, .66) where
" L r 

:.::.:::.(ô1,6r)

(4.10) and (4.I3) we find yl = -1.25, ô, S "OO, hence, the set is

realizable. To obtain the element values of the precorrected network

we use (4.9) to find (ar, ar) = (1, .375) which in turn, given Figure 15.b.

No$r let us consider another set (0.1, 0.3). Obviously it is realizable
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ohm s , forcds

Figure 15 Networks in example 4.4.1

(C,,6,)

=lt,5/4t

(b)
l. úl
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since each element is smaller than the corresponding element in the

previous set. Here, yl = -0.1, (rr, 
^Zl = (1, .95) and we have the

network of Figiure 15.c.



CHAPTER V

RC LADDER REALIZATIONS V,IITH EOUAL-VAIUED CAPACITORS

5.1 Introdúction

In an integrated circuit fabfication as well as a conventional

lumped network desigrn it, is advantageous to produce a network in which

tt¡e number of capacitors is minimum and most of them are equal-valued.

lltris Ís particularly true when the cost and size minimization is the

design specification of prime importance [321, [501.

this chapter, a systematic method is developed to generate an

equivalent t$¡o-port in which as many capaciÈors are equal-valued as the

given conditions permit. This is achieved by applying congruence trans-

formationontheadmittancematrixofthecanonic1adder

of the given t\,Io-port parameters. fhe resulting network which keeps a

driving point function and the transmission characteristics invariant,
::.

also retain- the topology of the canonic ladder structure with additional

conductances across the capacitors" these shunt conductances render

the possíbility of realizing real capacitors that are dissipative in

nature as shown in Chapter IV" Although computer-aided techniques for the
.:

minimization of element-value spread exist [8], [51], no explicit conditions 
,:

for the equal-capacitor realization appear in the literature. TLre method

developed in this chapter deals with the low-pass net\nrorksr.however, it

can easily be extended to other types of Ladder networks-

5.2 Transformation of Low-Pass Ladder Networks

Let us consider that the RC tvro-port to be realized is specified

by the two of the open-circuit impedance parameters given by (2.10). Since

the transmission zeros are alL at infinity, the synthesis of =IL, in the 
r,:.::,.::.:,
l::l---::r-: 

i
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first Cauer form gives the low-pass ladder netv/ork N as shown in

Figure 1.a. If we now appJ-y the congruence transformation of (2.9) and

(2.If) to the nodal admittance matrix Y of N we get the equivalent
ll

network N shown in Figure 1.b, and the element vafues of N are

given by (2.25') - (2.27) .

A necessary condition for non-negative efement is

a-)¿-K- k+t

and the minimum vafue of. an given Ìry (3.16) follows

l::r1:'jr:1

l- > a- ) ¿- min.- k- k

Introducing a set of (n-l) parameters

ß = {ß^,ß^, ..., ß }-¿Jn-

in the transformation matrix such that

(5.1)

k = 2, 3, ..., n (5.2)

(s.3)

k = 2, 3, ..., n (5.4)

k = Ir 2, ...' n (5.6)

0<ß- <1
- K-

we obtain the recurrence formul-a (Appendix F) for aO(aa = 1) as

o-ao(ß)=fi an-r(ß).H T ßi k=2,3,...,n (s.s)

with (2.11) and (5.5) we can generate continuously equivalent networks

of n-l parameters in which element values are obtained by

t)
cr = {. (ß) cr

Gk = "k 
(ß) ak+I(ß) 

"* 
k = 7, 2, ..., D-l (5.7)

, a,- (ß) k
n*= fr (1 -ßk+r, lU, k=r,2,...,n (s-8)
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5.3 Realizability Conditions

5.3. I Equal-valued Capacitors

For the invariance of the driving-point impedance

required that uI=I, and hence the first capacitor C: =I
also invariant under the transformation. To make the rest

capacitors equal-valued, to say, COl, wo write

lrel ck = 
"01

"IL, it is

-2ra, = c, is

of the

I

C-=a
k

(s.9)

k = 2, 3, ...' n (5.10)

by the recurrence formula of (5.5) and solving for ß

2dk-

Si:bstituting

we obtain

a_p2-

"ot
"L

%

6
l>"1

o1

q
Õ,

/c
01

(5.1]a)

(s.ltb)

(5.1lc)

:

o. 02
.LJ.

R.'qq
ß3=

o_*)
E*,

ßk=

or õ)
R^2 /:- 7;-

"2 "tol

,ot-t
RR'¿ Æ;

.6lr-z
RK_' 

Ç;

oL-t

Ç

k = 4, 5, ...r n

For Ck_l = Ck within (5.4), we use

turn, necessitates that1n

(5.5) and (5.6) which,
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onr
ok

, *[,, - 
FJ

(s.12)

(s.13)

To derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equal-valued
:ì

capacitors realization, we first note that all ß's must satisfy (5.4).

1lh¡en from (5.11) , it is also noted that only 82 and ß3 are functions

of COt" Now, from (5.6) with k--2 and k=3 we obtain

For all values of 
"Ot 

satisfying (5.13) we have CZ

if COt can assume the value of 
"t 

we can make 
", 

= 
", 

=

To make aI1 the capacitors equal-valued it is further

that (5.4) holds for k = 4, 5, ".., n, independent of 
"Ot.

I

= C^, and
5

't t

"3 - -o1'

required

5.3.2 Locally equal-valued Capacitors

We have illustrated the case where an original network was

transformed to have all capacitors equal-valued. Íf, (5.4) holdsonly

for k=21 3r..., nI where tl a tr wê make the first set of tl

capacitors equal-valued and then try for a se,cond set of nz

(r2 
-a 

n - nr) equal-valued capacitors by applying a similar procedure,

as developed in the preceeding section. Successive applications of this

procedure result in a caseade of ladder sections of locally equal-valued

capacitors.



For m nunÍber of

m

I n, = n
l-a=I

where n. is the number
]-

section. Expressions of

ß. -l

local sections we write

(s.14)

C in the i-th
o1

follows:

( 5. l5a)

j=l+nr+. . .*n.=1

J=2+nr+. . . +nr-1 (s. lsb)

kt j (5.15c)

^tLor-- l-
and hence,
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of capacitors of value

ßk are now obtained as

o. f. o.
R..(È/=o' - I 

)J-z ,E: Loi-l /c 
-I -l-1

6. ^ O.
F,. - ( t ' - J ¡r-i /c- lc-j-1 -j-r

õ
_ _l__)

lc-
l-lß. =l

o.
R.^(l-r)-¿ /c-i

o. ^ o,
R. (J-2 _ j-1
r-r ,E- lc-j-1 -)-2

\-ztF
ti

k

/";
ßk

R - (on-' -K-I n"r.-r

oL-t

Æ"-

oaIt should be noted that

(5.6) requires

is a function ofa
l

t-/c ,/c. R. - o.
/ oL . J rl-f,J-2

f- coi-1 - nj-t -*j-, 
õr,

o. - o.l-r )+ I Ì/€- ,E-)-¿ l-r

( 5. t6)

R.
+ l-1)

R.
l

R.
_ 'l:I

R.
l æl

i = 2, 3, ..., m
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It is interesting to note that the upper and l-ower values
c

-orof ^ given by (5.16), correspond to the minimum total- resistance\-
01- r

and minimum total capacitancef respectivety.

5.4 Examples

5.4.I Example

The low-pass ladder of Figure 16.a, ís the canonical realization

of the open-circuit impedance parameters

For the second capacitor in the transformed netwcrk to assume the
I

required val-ue C2 = I, it is required that ß2 satisfies (5.4).

i Fnom (5.1Ia) we get ß, = I. Simil-arily for a, = t, ß3 must satisfy

(5.4) thus from (5.11b) we have ß" = 1. From (5.5) we get {a}={r,I ,ll3

, tnd subsequently, element vafues are computed by (5.6)-(5.8). The

Yesulting neb¡¡ork with all equal-valued capacitors is shown in Figure 16.b.

5.4.2 Example

T'he network shown in Figure l-7.a is the canonic realization of the

open-circuit imped.ance parameters

1o8o s4 + 2442 s3 + r3lq =' * ,474 s + 12 ,z__-11 
540 s4 + 10g6 =3 * 438 12 * 535 s + 1

z.=k-r2 
54o s4 + 10g6 s3 + 438 r' * 5r, s + r

in which k is a constant. Since Cl = 0, then the capacitance 
"Ot

of the first section is chosen by (5.13) so that

2 > C-_ > 1.58- (]r-
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(b)
ohms , lorods

Figure 16 Networks in example 5.4.1
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(o)

2.131

(b)

1,62rç

2.73 - 5716.¡o 2= .5?

(c)
oþrnns,førads

Figure 17 Networks in example 5.4.2



whích in turn yields CZ = Cl = Cot. Now, since ß4 does not satisfy

(5.4) another cycle of eguali-zation takes place. First from (5.16) rr/e

write

76

0.5341 > ? > 0.s13tol

which assures that 
"'n 

=
I

c-) o¿

In determining Col and Co2 we can consider some other design

criteria such as minimization of total capacitance. For this case we
c^

choose Co, = 1.58 , :! = 0.513 , which gives Co2 = 0.416 andto1

ß = {0.3328 , r, o.s6, r} , à = {t, o.8BB8 , o.7255, 0.64s, o.263}. The

resuJ-ting network is shown in Figure Ll .b. 
I

If minimum total resistance ís desired, we choose CoI = 2, 
* 

=

0.5341 and subsequently we obtain Co2 = o.57, ß = {f, 0.339, l, o.iàff}

and a = {f, 1,0.8165,0.7553,0.308} which resufts in the neLwork shor,vn

in Figure L7.c.



CHAPTER VT

CONCLUSIONS

1. It has been shown that for an RC low-pass ladder network synthesized

from a specified two-port parameters, a proper transformation is possible

to generate a class of equivalent networks which can be divided into two

kinds. The first kind includes n-canonical realizations while the second

produces is a one-parameter family of equivalent networks. In either case,

the total resistance, total capacitance and the open-circuit voltaqe gain

vary monotonically with a single variable. As a consequence a straight-

forward method has been developed for the minimization of the cost function

duly constructed for the Iow-pass network. It has also been demonstrated

by means of GC:CG:GC transformation and topological duality that a similar

technique is applicable to other types of ladder structures.

2. The transformation technique has been applied to develop a method

of realizing RC ladder networks of nonid.eal capacitors. Un-like existing

methods which assume smal1 loss-factors to accomodate approximations a¡d

first-order perturbations, present method develops exact realizations

using capacitors of uniform and nonuniform loss. Explicit formulas derived

are amenable to tÌ¡e machine computation.

3. RC ladder realization with equal-valued capacitors has been studied

within the proposed transformation methods. A systematic procedure . '

i',t,.;'-','rta,t.'

has been advanced to generate an equivalent thro-port in which capacitor "'" ;' '

va1ueSareequaIizedasmanyaSpossibte.TheproposedStructurerenders

the possibifity of realizing real caFacitors that are dissipative in nature,

and tlte flexibility of the method provides a direct controL over the totaL

77



resístance and total capacitance of the network.

4. Although the techniques developed in the dissertation dealt

exclusively with RC ladder networks, analoqous results can be obtained

for LC and RL ladders through RC|LC and RC:RL transformations, respectively.

5. Finally, it is hoped that the novel aspects of the transformation

theory presented in tlte thesis, ßây open up a new vista for future develop-

ments of optimization procedures.
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APPEÀTDIX A

. 
DERTVATTON OF EQUATION (2.L7)

From (2.11) and (2.l.6) we have

tACA=C'

f
A-GA = Gr.

Since C and C' are both diagonal matrices of the positive elements,
r-L

c'2 and c'-2 exist, and from (4.1) we write

c,-'4 at c% & o"'-4 = r

or
t

QQ=I

Now let A be a square rnatri-x of

r:l:::::;:

-t

i

irj = 1, 2r...r n. (4.3) 
iA= [a..]rl

then
c.

a- [ø*.J = f Ë .ij]-
LJJ- írj = L.2, ..., n. (4.4)

For the invariance of ,LL it is reguired that -lj = 0 for

)lL. Moreover, the orthogonality of A imposes that .iI = 0 for ilL.

],et us now introduce a unit vector rk whose components are zero

except at the kth entry. With (e.Z) we write

eÈeau, = G'tl (A. s)
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-^22

-^23

o
o

-a 2n

a.. =01l

and the sç[uare matrix A

i I j,

is reduced to a diagonal maÈrix of the form

"l

t l-
'9t f 

"t
I

-G
1

o

.o
o

o

wherewe get u2j= O¡ j = 3, 4, .ctt nt while orthogonality of.Q Siveqì

^i2= O for í= 3, 4, ...r n. Repeating the similar operationwith

vectors r2r u3 , un, we conclude that

(A. s)
.ii:...

(A.6)

(4.7)

for

a = diag {1, ã2, "3, ..., "r}
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APPENDIX B

DEP.VTATTON OF' EQUATIO}J (3.2)

To find rk which yields the proposed structure of Figure 6.a

we first write from (2.26) with k=l_

91=GL(1-ar)

From (3,Ì) and (B.1) we obrain

u2= L

. Repeating the above steps for k = 2, 3, i-l we have

(4. r¡

(8.2)

k= 2,3t ..., i (B.3)uk:f

Now let k=n in (2.26) and apply the condition (3.1) to get

.r., = R--- l-ã- t'r-t (B-4)
n-l n

Similarly with k=n-l-r \¡r€ wrj.te 
l

:

R -+R
n-l R ^+R.+R n-¿n-2 -n-l- -n 

,,,.,'::'

and by inducÈion we derive the recurrence formula ,,.,:,.

ok*r
tk+l = 

% 
tk k = i' i+l ' "" fl-r (B'5)

Referring to (8.3) we rev¡rite (8.5) as ,

ok
a_ =-ko.

L
k = i*I r r.. ¡ tr (8.6)
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATTON OF EQUAIION (3.16)

Erom (2.26) we write

I
s =a {a(c +c -)-a -G -}-nnnnn-In-ln-I

where a .assrmes its mini¡n¡¡n value when gt = O, i.e.,n-n
R

ã=ne fft.r,-r (c-r) :::::r:n(1un) R, * Rr_l n-I 1,,,,,,:

similarlY from 
:,r..,..-,.i.
, 1. '-

I
'lq . = a _t {urr-t ("rr_]. * Grr_2) - (.* Grr-l * .r-z Grr_z) }-n-I n

we write

Rr * Rr-l
an-l(min) =ffiarr-2

For kth entry, it gives

ok
tk(*irr) = 

Ç 
t*-t

' .'.'' '.. :

6ince we let a- = I for the invariance of z- - , we have :.::ll.-.1..- I 1l ;)..:... .:..i.:
'':

r.' ,'.,,'-',,.,.o2 ,.:r: .::.1:

Ê=-*2 (min) ol : l

03 o3 az o¡
t¡(*i.,) =E^r=E 'E=E

:,,:-:-...
i i't,r: 

t,.,'rt,,

and
or

"r(*irr) = E

(c. z) i

(c. s¡
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (4,L2)

F:rcm (4.10) and (4.1f) we can write

(D- 1)-Yk -t Gk

and for k=1, 2, 3

-yl =ôr-"rÍ"r
ô., c. c.

-Y2= 6r"r* 
#* 

Í"2

6r"r*#+

lD.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D, s)

r.: -

t- {6rc, +
ôr-"r"r.

"r_ 
- 6rar.

If v¿e solve for ôr_ with ôk=O (kll)

-y3 = ôr9a * <G^
-J

) /cz

6r.

6r

6r-

-I
-cR11

f

cl(Rl + Rr)

"l 
(*t + n, + Rr)

fttus

= f-' 1
I- nc-xe..1i

l-=I

and, in general

ð<1k- n
c.Xn.K.. t-

1=K

with ô. = 0l
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APPENDIX E

DERTVATION OF EQUATION (4.13)

Using -yt Í Gt we write

v
-Yr+l = ô*t"r*r- fu Í "*,'t Í

ar+2=ôr+2cr+r- 
Yr+L 

<c (n.z) 
i:

L+yr+L/Gr+r - t+2

v
-y--..=ô I - t+2 <c (8.3)- T+J r+3'r*3 '^ i "r+3

L * 1rt2/Gt*z

llhe maximurn value for ôr+I which satisfies

(,'.1!:s ô _ <- 1-* I
r+t-c_(r+R)c_R

r+I 'y - T' -r+1 r+1

(8.2) is ð.- < 
-+-* 

1-r+r - c - (1 + R ) c ., (n ,. + Rr+2)r+l'y:- T' r+1 r+f

r+1 {f + nr) c=(R *t + Rr+2 + Rt+3)

Anil in general, the maximum value for ôr+1 is

(8.1)

(8.4)

To f,ind the maxim¡n value for ôr+Z we start from (E.2) and we have
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6"+z Í Ic (-+ Rr12 'v T'r
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(E, s)

k = r*1 r ott¡ tt (8.6)

* Rr*l)

repeating, we have

ôoÍ
1c. (1 +

K\/ -r
k-1

T

i=t
R.)

a

I
n

c-IR.K}
a=J<
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APPENDIX F

. DERVÏATTON OF EQUATTON (5.4)

The realizability condition (5.2), with K=2 can be written in

terms of the parameter ß as

u2 = t2 oi., * ß, (t, *.* - a2 *ir, )

where

0<ß^<1
-z-

Substituting for a^ -1 andl max. u2

*ßr*a
ar(ß)

az

ot

Now from (2.26) with k=2, it is clear
I

when g2 = O and we have

R

.3 *u*= ^,*t- (l - ar)

while 13 assumes the lower li:nit, 
^2

,.,, n as it can be seen from (2.26).

in (2.26) and manipulating we obtain

øa
a3min=-ur{ß)

Introducing the normalized parameter ßSt

AS

-i- =? in (F.t) v,¡e gernr-n Ot

nin, when t;

Substituting

for k-

0; k = 3,

(F. t)

(F. 2)

(F. 3)

I imit

(F.4)

3, 4,

4, ...,

that -3 assumes its upper

-0
I

cl=

g<ßr: l, -3

(F. s)

can be expressed
-':

t3 = "3 *ir, * ß3

Substituting from (F.4)

(a- -a^ )J max J nan

and (F.5) in (F.6)

91

we write

(F.6)
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a3 (ß) =ogaz ^'.f, ß' ß'

ßnik=2,...'

.k are written

(r 't)

is obtained

... t n and

(F. e)

such that

(F.11)

Repeating for k

when ni-, = o,

we get

= 4, 5, ...¡ n the maximum val_ue

while a, is minimun when ol =k

for 
"k

O¡ i=k,

oL

k rnln oL-t a,- , (ß) (F.8)K-t

k = 3, 4, ..., n
R

tk ,nt*= "k-t * # 
("*-, - "r.-t)

If we introduce the nor¡¡.alized parameters

O ( ß,- < 1, the transformation parameters
- K-

n

as

a*(ß) = tronir, * ß* (-ko-* - tronirr) k = 2, 3, ..., n (F.10)

S¡rbstituting for

ok

or.-r

a. and a- , andKJnr-n kmax -

R- k. k-l-a- _*..- nß.J(-l ot_t 2'L

manipulating, (F.f0) gives

k = 2, 3, ..., n"k


